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Executive Summary

The report examines the use of work release in the Correctional Service of Canada as part of the

five year review of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act (CCRA).

Work release provides opportunities for offenders to work away from the institution, but generally

requires a return to custody or a halfway house each day.  Work releases are granted by the

Correctional Service of Canada and may be used for projects that directly meet the needs of the

offender or for projects that provide services to the community.  Unlike other jurisdictions, where

work release is an early form of parole or statutory release, within the Correctional Service of

Canada it may be granted at any time in the sentence and the offender generally returns to full

custody when the work period is completed.

From the implementation of the CCRA in 1992 until September 30th, 1996 there were a total of

4,659 work release granted to 1,167 offenders.  Results for the last two years suggest that there are

about 800 work releases per year granted to approximately 300 offenders per year.

Regional differences in the number of work releases granted were evident.  While the Pacific and

Ontario regions had the highest average number of work release, the Atlantic and Pacific regions

granted work releases to the largest percentage of their on-register offenders (3%).

Female offenders accounted for about 1% of work releases, slightly less than their representation of

the inmate population (2% to 3%).  Aboriginal offenders accounted for 8% of the work release

population, also less than their representation in the inmate population (11% to 12%).

Offenders serving determinate sentences spent an average of 3 years incarcerated before receiving a

work release while offenders serving life sentences served an average of 12 years incarcerated

before their work release.
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Work release appears to be associated with an increased chance of being granted day parole.  Only

24% of the work release population who applied for a day parole prior to their first work release

were granted a day parole, whereas 73% of those who applied for day parole after their work

release were granted day parole.  Slightly more than half of the work release offenders were released

on their statutory release date with the balance receiving full parole.  After their full release (full

parole or statutory release), 35% of offenders granted a work release were readmitted and one-fifth

were readmitted for a new offence.  The recidivism rates for work release cases was slightly higher

than for offenders released on day parole.

A detailed file review was also conducted on a sample of the total work release population.  These

analyses suggest that documentation for the work release is not always complete, but critical issues

such as risk to the community are usually evaluated.  For two-thirds of the work releases the goal

was preparation for release.

File review data also indicated that most work releases are for manual labour tasks with more than

one-quarter providing community assistance for non-profit groups.  Approximately one quarter of

work release are supervised by CSC staff, one-third are supervised by organizations outside of CSC

and one-fifth are supervised by private citizens.

Work releases provide an opportunity for offenders to be engaged in productive activities outside the

prison.  The results suggest that work release meets the general goals of the CCRA, including

providing preparation to offenders for their eventual release.  In addition, experience on a work

release is associated with increased likelihood of a day parole release.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction

The Corrections and Conditional Release Act (CCRA), which was implemented in

November 1992, made a number of changes to the law governing the release of inmates from

federal prisons in Canada.  These changes affected temporary absences, day and full parole,

and statutory release.

One important change in the CCRA was the introduction of work release.  Work release

provides opportunities for offenders to work away from the institution, but generally requires a

return to custody, or a halfway house each day.  Granting authority for work releases rests with

the Correctional Service of Canada and these releases do not require approval from the

National Parole Board.  The supervision and other criteria for work releases make them similar

to temporary absences.  However, the length of work releases, 60 days with opportunity for

renewal, makes them similar to day parole.

In many jurisdictions (Katz & Decker, 1982; Marlette, 1990; Waldo & Chircos, 1974a;

Waldo & Chircos, 1974b; Waldo & Chircos, 1977) work release is used to provide full time

employment opportunities prior to full parole or sentence completion, but its function is different

in Canada.

In the Canadian federal prison system, the purpose of work release is to provide offenders with

meaningful work opportunities at any point in the custody portion of their sentence, not just

close to their release date.  Work releases provide offenders with opportunities to work outside

the prison as part of community projects, in support of non-profit organizations and for paid

employment such as work on forest fire crews and crop harvesting.

While the work project must be clearly specified along with the conditions of the work,

including supervision, it is not necessary that the work be directly related to the offenders

correctional plan.  In this way, work release is a very flexible program that allows correctional

managers to respond to community projects and local needs for labour.  While the releases do
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not need to meet correctional goals, it is likely that they provide useful opportunities for

community restitution, development of work habits and in some cases, skills that can be used

after release.

Prior to the introduction of the CCRA (1992),  the Correctional Service of Canada, with the

approval of the National Parole Board, could establish a day parole special project which

would allow offenders to work on community projects.  The CCRA changed the criteria for day

parole such that it had to be in preparation for full release and it could only be granted six

months before the parole eligibility date.  As a result of these changes, day parole special

projects could no longer meet the requirements for participation in community work projects

and seasonal employment opportunities.

Relative to other short term release programs, work release is used with a relatively small

number of offenders .  In 1995-96 approximately 315 offenders were released on a work

release while 2,000 offenders were released on escorted temporary absences, 800 were

released on unescorted temporary absences, and 2,600 offenders were released on day parole.

The CCRA required that a review of its provisions be made five years after it came into force.

The review is to be completed at the end of 1997 and this report is one of a number which

address various components of the CCRA.  Other reports related to work release include two

on the temporary absence program (Grant & Millson, 1998; Grant & Johnson, 1998) and two

on day parole (Grant & Gal, 1998; Grant, 1998).

The study was designed to provide answers to the following questions:

1. How many work releases have there been since the CCRA, how many offenders
have been affected, and has the frequency of use changed since work releases
became available?

2. What are the characteristics of offenders granted work releases?
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3. What types of full releases do offenders receive after they have been granted a
work release?

4. What is the success rate of work releases?

5. Are detailed plans prepared for the work releases?

6. What are the supervision requirements while on work release?

7. How frequently are work releases used for different purposes?

The next chapter of the report presents the methodology used to obtain the information used in

the study.  This is followed by a description of the results for all work releases and for a sample

of work releases for which case file information was obtained.  The final chapter addresses the

questions presented above and provides a discussion of work release in the context of other

release programs.
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Chapter 2:  Methodology

Data Development

Data for this study was obtained from the Offender Management System (OMS) of the

Correctional Service of Canada.  OMS is an automated administrative records system that

includes records for all offenders under the jurisdiction of the Correctional Service.  As an

administrative data system it is designed to meet the day to day requirements of managing

approximately 25,000 offenders.

Due to the constant updates of new records within OMS, analysis becomes difficult since the

number of cases and case descriptions constantly change.  As a result, specialized static data

sets are created from the administrative records to ensure a stable database from which to

conduct research.  A consequence of using a specialized database is that the numbers presented

in the report may not match official figures presented elsewhere, although the differences should

be minimal and have no significant effect on the conclusions reached.

Databases that have been created from OMS contain problems that are found in most

administrative systems.  In certain instances there are duplicate records of events or changes in

personal identifiers which make it difficult to track offenders though time, and individual data

fields are not always up to date.  These problems can generally be corrected by obtaining

information from different components of OMS.  In the worst case scenario, cases may be

excluded because they lack critical information, but the number of cases lost this way is a very

small percentage of the total.

A specialized data set of work releases was created from the national OMS database.  It

included all work releases from November 1992, when work releases were permitted by the

CCRA, to September 30th, 1996.  During the study period there were a total of 4,569 work
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releases granted to 1,1671 offenders.  When presenting annual trends the years 1992-93 and

1996-97 are excluded because they include data for less than six months.  The number of work

releases is based on the number of departures from institutions and is not a count of the number

of work release programs.  The number of offenders granted work releases may be a better

indicator of the number of work release programs, but this underestimates the number, since

many offenders are granted more than one work release program.

The study also makes use of release, admission and offence databases created for the study.

These databases make it possible to conduct follow-up analyses and to collect information on

previous criminal activity.

A second data set was created to obtain more detailed information on work releases.  This data

set includes cases from the fiscal year 1994-95 and was designed to provide information

contained in text-based records.  These text-based records describe work release in more

detail than is available in the other data sets.  A coding manual was developed to obtain

information on the type of activities involved in work release, the objectives of work releases,

and the periods of involvement for individual offenders on work releases etc.  Records for 223

offenders were coded by two research assistants.  The coding manual is presented in Appendix

A and was designed to provide forced choice responses to items.  In cases in which the file

information was written in French, a francophone read and coded the data, while files that were

written in English were coded by an anglophone.  All file information was obtained from OMS.

                                                

1   Offender counts are based on offenders within one sentence.  If an offender reaches the end of his/her
sentence and subsequently receives a new admission this will result in a new sentence.  However, if new
offences are committed while serving a sentence, the new time to be served is added, but it is counted as
the same sentence.
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Analyses

Analyses conducted on the full work release data set use the full population of cases.  This

eliminates the need to use statistical techniques that estimate population parameters.  Any

observed differences are actual differences and do not need inferential statistics to determine if

they are statistically reliable.  The only criteria to apply when comparing groups in the study is

whether the observed differences are meaningful from a correctional point of view.

The analyses that were conducted on the file data are primarily descriptive and are designed to

show how work releases are used.
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Chapter 3:  Results

 All Work Releases

Work release data were obtained for five fiscal years, from 1992-93 to 1996-97.  Some

analyses are based on all cases (4,659 work releases and 1,167 offenders), but when trends

over years are presented only the three full fiscal years (1993-94 to 1995-96) are included.

The other two years contain only partial data and are therefore not appropriate for trend

analysis.  Prior to November 1992, work release was not available and thus there are no pre-

CCRA comparisons2.

The number of work releases, offenders granted work releases and the on-register population

for each fiscal year from 1993-94 to 1995-96 are presented in Table 1.  The number of work

releases granted over the three-year period was 3,751, with almost 60% of those occurring in

the year 1993-94.  Upon further investigation, it was found that the majority (1,608) of work

releases that were granted in 1993-94 were from the Pacific region, and almost all of them were

for one day (1,553).  In the next year, the number of work releases granted decreased

significantly, suggesting a shift from one day work releases to multiple day work releases.

Results for the last two years suggest there were about 800 work releases per year.  Although

the total number of work releases varied over the years, the number of offenders granted a

work release remained consistently around 300 per year indicating that the use of this release

option has not increased as case managers became more familiar with its use.

                                                

2 While work release was not available, special day parole releases were available.  These releases served
similar purposes.
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Table 1:  Number of work releases, offenders granted work release and on-register
offenders by fiscal year

Fiscal Year Work Releases Offenders On-register Offenders

1993-94 2,165 300 13,863

1994-95 742 286 14,539

1995-96 844 315 14,459

Total 3,751  901 42,861

Three Year Avg. 1,250 300 14,287

 Regional Comparisons

The number of work releases, offenders granted work releases and on-register offenders for

each region and fiscal year are presented in Table 2.  The Pacific region made the most use of

work releases in 1993-94 with 1,608 departures for 147 offenders, the highest number for any

region and year included in the study.  No other region granted work releases to as many as

147 offenders in any year after their introduction.  Analyses indicated that most of the work

releases in 1993-94 (97%) were single day work releases.  In subsequent years, the Pacific

region work release numbers are more consistent with other regions.  Therefore, 1993-94 may

be considered an anomaly and numbers for this year are not included in the averages presented

below.

The Pacific region had the highest average number of work releases per year (244), based on

the years 1994-95 and 1995-96, with Ontario having the next highest average (200), while the

Atlantic region had the lowest (75).  However, both the Atlantic and Pacific regions granted

work releases to more than 3% of their on-register offenders while the other regions granted

work releases to 2% or less of their on-register offenders.
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Table 2:  Number of work releases, offenders granted work release and on-register offenders by region and fiscal year

Atlantic Quebec Ontario Prairie Pacific

Fiscal Year WRs 1 Offs2 On-reg3 WRs Offs On-reg WRs Offs On-reg WRs Offs On-reg WRs Offs On-reg

1993-94 72 46 1,341 109 48 3,747 324 73 3,865 52 37 3,087 1,608 147 1,823

1994-95 92 52 1,464 199 94 3,891 162 90 3,875 68 44 3,325 221 48 1,984

1995-96 60 41 1,450 180 107 3,804 115 68 3,852 223 74 3,360 266 96 1,993

Total 224 139 4,255 488 249 11,442 601 231 11,592 343 155 9,772 487 144 5,800

Three year avg.
(%)4

75
(9%)

46
(13%)

1,418
(10%)

163
(20%)

83
(25%)

3,814
(27%)

200
(25%)

77
(23%)

3,864
(27%)

114
(14%)

52
(16%)

3,257
(23%)

2445

(31%)
725

(22%)
1,933
(14%)

1 Number of  work releases.

2 Number of offenders granted work releases.

3 Number of on-register offenders.

4 The percentage is the percentage across all regions.  For example, the 9% of work releases in the first column means that 9% of all work releases were in the Atlantic region and
13% of all offenders granted work releases were in the Atlantic region.

5 Average is based on years 1994-95 and 1995-96.
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The distribution of offenders granted work releases was not generally different from the distribution

of on-register offenders in each region as shown in Table 2.  The Atlantic, Quebec, and Ontario

regions had small differences (2% to 4%) between the percentage of offenders granted work

releases and the percentage of on-register offenders in their regions.  However, the results indicate

that the Pacific region, with 14% of the inmate population accounted for 22% of the offenders

granted work release.  The Prairie region, which accounts for 23% of the inmate population,

accounted for only 16% of the work releases.

Gender Differences

Female offenders accounted for only about 1% of work releases, which is less than the 2% to 3% of

the inmate population that they represent.  In terms of numbers, 45 work releases were granted to

13 female offenders.  Work releases may be underutilized for female offenders.

Aboriginal Offenders

Aboriginal offenders accounted for 8% (395) of the work release population, slightly lower than their

representation in the inmate population (11% to 12%).

Age

The average age at which the work release population received their first federal sentence was

approximately 29 years of age, with the median age being 27 years.  The average age at current

admission3 was 32 years.  The average age at which each offender received their first work release

was approximately 37 years, considerably later than their admission age.

                                                

3 Current admission was defined as the admission for which the offender received a work release.
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Work Release Days

The number of days offenders were on work release throughout their sentence was calculated

because determining the length of individual work releases was impossible.  In some instances the

data showed that an offender received a subsequent work release, but started the work release

before his/her previous work release had ended.  When this occurred the overlap between the two

work releases was eliminated from the calculation allowing for a more accurate representation of

work release days.  For example, if an offender received two consecutive sixty-day work releases,

the number of work release days would be 120 days.  If the second work release started after the

first one, the number of work release days would decrease to 70 days.  It should be noted that if an

offender left and returned to an institution on the same day this was counted as a one day work

release.

As specified in the CCRA, the length of a work release is ‘normally not to exceed 60 days’ (CCRA,

sec 18(5), 1992)), although there is no restriction on the total number of days an offender may be on

work release.  The median number of work release days from 1993-94 to 1995-96 was 59.  Figure

1 presents the median number of work release days per offender for the years 1993-94 to 1995-96.

The median is the middle point in a series of numbers with 50% of the cases above the median and

50% of cases below the median.  When a set of numbers has some extreme scores the median is a

better indicator of the average than the mean.

Figure 1:  Median number of work releases days per offender by region and fiscal year
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In Figure 1 it can be seen that 60 days was the median number of work release days in the Atlantic,

Quebec, Ontario and Prairie regions during 1995-96.  This represents the total number of days that

an offender was on a work release and may reflect multiple work releases.  It should be noted that,

of the offenders that had a work release, 71% had at least one work release that was approximately

60 days.  Increases in work release days in the Ontario, Prairie and Pacific regions indicate that the

regions were adapting to the new program and extending the number of work release days.  Both

Quebec and Pacific regions have one year in which the median number of work release days

exceeded 100 days.

Table 3 presents the percentage of offenders by number of work release days for each region for the

years 1993-94 to 1995-96.  Except for the Prairie and Pacific regions, the percentage of offenders

that were on a work release for a total of one day was less than 4% in each region.  Ontario and

Pacific regions appear to use shorter work releases with around 50% and 75% of offenders having

less than 50 days on work release, respectively.  In Atlantic, Quebec, and Prairie regions, 20%, or

more, of their offenders received more than 70 work release days indicating that offenders were

being granted multiple work releases.  Almost all of the regions had a high percentage of offenders

with work release days between 51 and 70 days.

Table 3:  Percentage of offenders by number of work releases days and region

Number of
Days

Atlantic Quebec Ontario Prairie Pacific

1 3.6% 1.0% 3.7% 11.1% 4.9%

2-50 10.3% 12.5% 42.8% 27.4% 75.5%

51-70 48.2% 42.2% 30.8% 32.1% 7.0%

71-129 22.8% 23.2% 11.3% 20.4% 6.9%

130 or more 15.2% 21.1% 11.5% 9.0% 5.7%

1 Percentage represents work release days per offender in a specific region.  For example, 3.6% of the offenders
granted a work release in the Atlantic region spent a total of 1 day on work release.
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Offence Classification and Sentence Length

As with any type of release there is a concern with the types of offenders that are being released into

the community.  Table 4 presents the offence classification and the percentage of offenders who had

at least one offence of each type for all work release offenders and includes all previous federal

offences prior to the first work release.  The eight offence categories are not mutually exclusive,

meaning that an offender who has been convicted of a sex offence might also be convicted of another

offence.  Almost 50% of the offenders released on work release had committed at least one non-

sexual violent offence, 14% had committed a sexual offence and 11% had been convicted of murder.

The average length of the current sentence for offenders serving determinate sentences was just over

7 years.
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Table 4:  Percentage of offenders having at least one federal conviction for each type of
offence prior to first work release

Offence Percentage1 Offenders with at least one
conviction

Murder 11.4% 133

Manslaughter 7.1% 83

Sexual Offence 13.6% 159

Non-sexual violent 48.2% 562

Drug 26.0% 304

Property 30.3% 354

Break and Enter 30.2% 352

Other Non-Violent 69.0% 805

1 The percentage represents the percentage of offenders that had at least one conviction of a certain offence.  For
example, approximately 11% of the work release population (n = 1,167) was convicted of a murder offence.

Table 5 provides another view of the offences committed by offenders granted a work release.

Unlike Table 4, which presents all offences, Table 5 presents the most serious offence, so each

offender is only counted once in the percentages.  The order of seriousness of the offences is

represented by the order in the table.  Two thirds of the work release offenders had been convicted

of a violent offence, which is lower than the 76% of the on-register population (Basic Facts, 1994).

Sexual offences were the most serious for 12% of work release offenders and 36% committed a

non-sexual violent offence.  Offenders convicted of drug offences accounted for 14% of work

release offenders.
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Table 5:  Most serious offence as a percentage of offenders for current admission

Percentage1 Number of Offenders with
Conviction

Murder 11.6% 133

Manslaughter 6.0% 69

Sexual Offence 12.5% 143

Non-sexual violent 36.5% 418

Drug 13.5% 155

Property 8.6% 98

Break and Enter 4.2% 48

Other Non-Violent 4.4% 80

1 Percentage is based on number of offender with non-missing data (n = 1,144).

Timing of Work Release

Unlike other forms of release outlined in the CCRA, there is no specification as to the minimum

amount of time that an offender is required to spend incarcerated before being permitted a work

release.  Four issues are raised with the timing of the work release program; 1) how many offenders

applied for day parole before and after the completion of their first work release?; 2) at what point in

the offenders’ sentences are they being granted work releases in relation to parole eligibility dates?;

3) what is the relationship between work release and other forms of temporary absences?; and 4)

how much time is spent incarcerated before being granted a work release?

The number of successful day parole applicants prior to first work release helps provide an indication

of potential risk that is associated with each offender.  Table 6 presents the number of applications

for day parole within one year prior to first work release.  Thirty-seven percent (430) of the work

release population made an application for day parole prior to their first work release, and only 24%
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of the applications (107) were granted.

Table 6:  Number of day parole applications before and after first work release

Pre-Work Release Post-Work Release

Day parole applications 430 677

Percent who applied for day
parole1

36.8% 58.0%

Percent granted day parole of
those that applied

24.8% 73.1%

Percent of all work release cases
granted day parole1

9.2% 42.4%

Percent granted day parole of
those who applied both pre and
post work release2

19.6% 74.0%

1 Percent is based on the total work release population (n = 1,167).

2 Percent is based on number of offenders that applied for day parole both pre and post work release (n = 235).

Table 6 also presents the day parole application results for the one year after the work release to

help determine the effect of work release on day parole grants.  Prior to the work release, 37% of

offenders applied for day parole, and this increased to 58% after the work release.  Of the work

release offenders who applied for day parole, 25% were granted a day parole before their work

release while 73% were granted a day parole after their work release.  These results suggest that

work release is associated with a higher grant rate for day parole.  Further evidence for this can be

found with the 235 offenders who applied for day parole both before and after their work release.

Only 20% of these offenders were granted a day parole before their work releases, but 74% were

granted day parole after their work release.
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A number of offenders applied for day parole in the year prior to their work release.  Of these, 76%

were denied a day parole release.  The differences in the type of supervision for each type of release

might explain the differential decision making.

The point at which the offenders receive a work release is of interest, especially in relation to day and

full parole eligibility dates, as well as in relation to the time in the sentence.  These dates indicate

when an offender may apply to a formal release program (e.g., day parole, full parole).  Table 7

presents the timing of work releases in relation to critical dates.  Day parole eligibility is six months

before parole eligibility for offenders with determinate sentences and three years before parole

eligibility for offenders serving life sentences.  For offenders serving determinate sentences, parole

eligibility is normally at one-third of the sentence while for offenders serving indeterminate life

sentences it is 25 years or a period between 10 and 25 years as set by the court.

Table 7:  Percentage of offenders released at or before specific points in their sentence

(offenders with determinate sentences)

Percentage1 Number

Before day parole eligibility
date

15.6% 161

Between day parole and
parole eligibility

22.5% 223

Parole eligibility date to 50%
of sentence

23.8% 246

After 50% of sentence 38.1% 394

1 Percentage is based on number of offenders serving determinate sentences (n = 1,034).  Problems with parole
eligibility dates for offenders serving indeterminate sentences (n = 133) prevented them from being included in the
table.
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Approximately one-sixth of offenders granted work release have their first work release prior to the

date they are eligible for day parole.  Almost one-quarter of the offenders granted work releases

have their first work release between the day parole eligibility date and the parole eligibility date and

another quarter receive their work release prior to 50% of their sentence.  Almost two-fifths of work

release offenders received their release in the last half of their sentence, just prior to their statutory

release date.

Temporary absences (TAs) received prior to the first work release are of interest because they

provide an indication that an offender can be in the community and the risk involved to the

community is at an acceptable level. Table 8 and Table 9 present the total number of reintegration

escorted temporary absences (ETAs) and reintegration unescorted temporary absences (UTAs) that

were given to each offender prior to receiving their first work release.  Reintegration TAs do not

include those granted for medical, compassionate or administrative reasons.  The numbers include

only TAs given during the same sentence that the offender received a work release.  Overall, the

percentage of offenders who received a work release and had no prior ETA/UTA experience was

26% (306).

Reintegration ETAs were granted to approximately 70% of the sample prior to their first work

release.  Among offenders who received a reintegration ETA, 17% (193) had only one to three

previous ETAs, while almost 40% (466) had 10 or more ETAs prior to first work release.

Reintegration UTAs were granted to only 30% of offenders released on work release.  Among

offenders granted reintegration UTAs, 14% (158) had 1-3 previous UTAs, while just over 5% (61)

had 10 or more.
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Table 8:  Percentage and number of reintegration ETAs per offender before first work
release

Previous ETAs Percentage Number

None 29.6% 346

1-3 16.5% 193

4-9 13.9% 162

10-25 19.1% 223

26 or more 20.8% 243

Total 100.0% 1,167

Table 9:  Percentage and number of reintegration UTAs per offender before first work
release

Previous UTAs Percentage Number

None 69.7% 814

1-3 16.4% 191

4-9 8.7% 101

10-25 4.5% 53

26 or more 0.7% 8

Total 100.0% 1,167
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For purposes of analysis, time spent incarcerated before receiving a work release was calculated

separately for offenders serving life sentences and determinate sentences.  Offender’s serving

determinate sentences spent an average of 3 years incarcerated before receiving a work release

while offenders serving life sentences served an average of 12 years incarcerated before their work

release.

Completion of Work Release

The completion rate for work releases departure for the years 1993-94 to 1995-96 are presented in

Table 10.  Less than one percent of work release departures resulted in offenders requiring

additional intervention by the justice system.  Most work release problems were the result of late

returns and suspensions of the work release.

Table 10:  Completion of Work Release Departures

Successful Late UAL Suspended Total

1993-94 97.5%1 0.2% 0.2% 2.1% 2,158

1994-95 96.7% 1.0% 0.3% 2.0% 737

1995-96 97.0% 0.4% 0.1% 2.5% 836

1 Percentage represents the number of offenders for that year.  For example, 97.5% (n = 2,104) of the offenders in
1993-94 successfully completed their work release.

Type of Release after Work Release

The type of release following work release is presented in
Table 11.  These releases do not necessarily follow directly after the work release, but may occur

months or years later with additional time in custody.  In addition, 31% of the work release offenders

had not been released at the end of the study.  A day parole release followed a work release for

51% of the population and was the most common release.  Full parole followed the work release in

14% of cases and statutory release followed work release in 33% of cases.  Further analyses
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indicated that, of offenders who received a day parole (410) after their last work release,

approximately 67% (272) received a full release (full parole or statutory release) after their day

parole.  Therefore, in total, 43% of work release offenders were eventually released on full parole

and 57% were released at their statutory release date.

Table 11:  Release type after work release

First Release Full Release

Percentage1 Number Percentage2 Number

Day parole 51.2% 410

Full parole 14.4% 115 42.6% 278

Statutory release 32.7% 262 57.4% 374

Other 1.7% 14

Total 100.0% 801 100.0% 652
1 Percentage is based on work release offenders who were granted a release after completion of work release (n =
801).  In 366 cases (31.4%) offenders had not been released by the end of the study period.

2 Percentage is based on number of offenders who received a full parole or statutory release after the work release
(n = 652).  138 of the offenders released on day parole did not have a full release at the end of the study period.

Follow-up

A two year follow-up period was used for offenders who were granted a full release after the

completion of a work release.  Of the 652 offenders who received either a full parole or statutory

release after the completion of their work release, 20% (197) of the releases were granted before

October 1, 1994, which permitted a minimum two year follow-up.  The average follow-up period

was 31 months.  The follow-up period examined the number of offenders that had a re-admission to

a federal institution after their full release.  Table 12 presents the percentage of offenders returned to

custody after completion of work release.

Overall, 65% of the work release offenders were still in the community two years after their release.

In 24% of the cases re-admissions were for technical violations of parole or statutory release
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conditions.  Technical violations occur for reasons such as; failure to report to parole officer, failure

to meet release conditions (e.g., abstinence from alcohol), etc.  New offences were committed by

20% of offenders and violent offences were committed by 6% of offenders.  The readmission rate,

technical violation and offence rates are slightly higher than for offenders who were followed up after

a day parole release (Grant and Gillis, 1997).

Table 12:  Admission type after completion of work release

Outcome Percentage1 Number Day Parole2

No readmission 65.0% 128 77.3%

Any readmission 35.0% 69 22.7%

Technical violation 24.4% 48 11.4%

New offence 19.8% 39 14.9%

Violent offence 6.1% 12 4.5%

1 Percentage represents the percentage of the follow-up group (n = 197).

2 Average follow-up was 21 months.  From Grant and Gillis, 1997.

 Summary

Since the implementation of the CCRA a total of 4,659 work releases were granted to 1,167

offenders.  An anomaly appears in the data during the year 1993-94 when 2,165 (almost 50% of the

total) work releases were granted, with 1,608 coming from the Pacific region.  Aside from the

fluctuation in the number of work releases that were granted, the number of offenders that received a

work release was consistently around 300 per year.  Regional differences were found in the average

number of work releases granted and the proportion of on-register offenders granted a work release.
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Both female and Aboriginal offenders were underrepresented in regards to their respective

proportions of the on-register population.  Female offenders received approximately 1% of work

releases, but account for 2% to 3% of the offender population, while Aboriginals accounted for 8%

of work releases, but account for 11% to 12% of the offender population.

The average age at which each offender received their first work release was 37 years, which is five

years later than the age at admission.

The average number of work release days for an offender is 60, but there is variation across regions

and years.  Most offenders receive multiple day work releases with 9.5% extended to over 130

days.  This might also indicate that offenders successfully complete their work release and are

renewed.  Work releases have a 60 day maximum but may be renewed.

The criminal history results for the work release population indicated that they likely committed a

violent offence in the past.  However, while 66% of the work release population had been convicted

of a violent offence, 76% (Basic Facts, 1994) of the on-register population had been convicted of a

violent offence.

Day parole releases were granted to 24% of the work release population that applied for day parole

within one year prior to first work release, whereas 73% of those that applied were granted a day

parole within one year after their first work release.  It appears that work release increases

offenders’ chances of being granted a day parole.

The point in the sentence at which offenders received their first work release varied considerably.

Offenders serving determinate sentences received a work release, on average, after serving three

years, while offenders serving life sentences received a work release after serving twelve years.

Thirty-eight percent of work release offenders had served over 50% of their sentence before being

granted a work release.  Fifteen percent were released prior to their day parole eligibility date, while

23% were released prior to their parole eligibility date.
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Very few (less than 0.5%) work releases resulted in offenders being charged by the police or

absconding.  About 2% of work releases were suspended.

Twenty-six percent of the work release population had no prior TA experience before their first

work release and only 30% had a prior UTA.

At some point after the completion of work release, 51% of those who received a release were

granted a day parole.  Eventually 43% were released on full parole and 57% were released on

statutory release.

Approximately 20% (197) of the work release offenders could be followed for two years after

release on full parole or statutory release.  Of these, 65% had not been readmitted after two years.

The majority of the full release readmissions were due to technical violations.  These readmission

rates are slightly higher than for a group of offenders followed up after a day parole release.
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Chapter 4:  Review of File Information

 Documentation

A random sample was drawn from the 1994-95 work release population for a detailed file review.

Information was coded from the offender’s correctional plan and progress summary reports using the

manual presented in Appendix A.  All information was obtained from the Offender Management

System (OMS).  Due to time constraints, paper files from the institution were not reviewed.  The

sample included 75% of offenders granted work releases in the year 1994-95, which represents

about 20% of offenders granted work release since the CCRA was implemented.

As outlined in the Case Management Manual (1997), “upon receipt of an application for work

release, a correctional officer reviews the application and conducts an interview with the applicant to

discuss the proposed work release”.  This information is included in the progress summary report

and is the responsibility of the correctional officer assigned to the case.  The progress summary

prepared in relation to the work release application should assess the following:

1. The criteria for granting a work release;
2. The immediate and long term risk to reoffend;
3. The appropriateness of the work release in view of the offender’s correctional plan;
4. The offender’s progress in relation to the correctional plan;
5. Any continued involvement in criminal activities (includes information/concerns from

Preventive Security);
6. The supervision requirements, including:

a. The type of supervision (institutional staff, community staff, or private organization or
individual),

b. The type of supervision contacts (specify: telephone, visit at the work site or place of
accommodation), and

c. The minimum frequency of each type of supervision contact;
d. The requirement for any conditions; and
e. The details regarding the accompaniment of the inmate to and from the work site, where

applicable.

Of the 223 offenders selected for a file review in OMS, 100% of the cases had a progress summary

report (PSR) associated with their work release.  However, not all the required information was

available in the PSR as shown in Table 13.  Most PSRs reported on risk to offend, appropriateness
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of the work release and progress in relation to the correctional plan.  Special conditions and

supervision requirements were specified in approximately three quarters of the cases reviewed.

Details on involvement in criminal activity, criteria for granting work release and arrangements for

accompanying offenders to the work site were addressed in 60% or less of the cases.

Table 13:  Percentage of offenders with criteria mentioned in progress summary report

Percentage Number

Offender’s progress in
relation to Correctional Plan

95.1% 212

Immediate and long term risk
to reoffend

83.4% 186

Appropriateness of WR in
view of Correctional Plan

83.4% 186

Supervision Requirements 75.8% 169

Requirement for any
conditions

72.6% 162

Continued involvement in
criminal activity

60.5% 135

Criteria for granting a work
release

46.6% 104

Accompaniment of inmate to
and from work site

46.6% 104
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The specific criteria for granting a work release are as follows (CCRA, 1992, Sec 18(2)):

1. The inmate will not, by reoffending, present an undue risk to society during a work
release;

2. It is desirable for the inmate to participate in a structured program of work or community
service in the community;

3. The inmate’s behaviour while under sentence does not preclude authorizing the work
release; and

4. A structured plan for the work release, including specific objectives to be achieved by
the inmate during the course of the release, has been prepared.

Each of the above was examined in the offender’s file and the results are presented in Table 14.  The

criteria, that it is desirable to participate in work releases and inmates behaviour does not

preclude work releases, were addressed in 95% of the cases.  Less frequently addressed were the

issues of risk to society and a structured plan for the release.

Table 14:  Specific Criteria mentioned in Progress Summary Report

Percentage Number

Desirable to participate in
structured program of work

95.1% 212

Inmate’s behaviour does not
preclude authorizing WR

95.1% 212

Inmate will not present undue
risk to society

83.0% 185

Structured plan for WR has
been prepared

59.6% 133

An objective of the Correctional Service of Canada is to ensure that offenders are productively

occupied and have access to a variety of opportunities to develop work skills and abilities which will

serve them on release (Mission Document, 1996).  Certain goals for an offender are outlined in their

correctional plan and these goals may be accomplished through the implementation of a work

release.  As shown in Table 15, 5% of work releases were designed to achieve all of the goals

outlined in the correctional plan, and for a further 84% the work release was designed to achieve
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some of the goals outlined in the offender’s correctional plan.  In 11% of the cases, the work release

was not designed to meet any of the correctional goals.

Table 15:  Percentage of work releases designed to achieve goals in correctional plan

Percentage Number

All 5.3% 12

Some 83.9% 187

None 10.8% 24

Total 100.0% 223

Of the correctional goals that were outlined for each offender, the most frequent was preparation for

release, noted in 66% of cases.  Developing work skills, ties to the community, and ensuring public

safety were stated as goals in about one-third of cases.  Table 16 presents a breakdown of the

correctional goals that were outlined for each offender.

Table 16:  Correctional goals outlined for each offender

Percentage1 Number

Preparation for Release 65.5% 146

Develop Work Skills 29.1% 65

Develop Ties in the
Community

33.2% 74

Ensure Public Safety 29.6% 66

Other 9.4% 21

1 Percent on based on those cases included in the sample (n = 223).

The type of work placement was also examined from file information contained in OMS.  Types of

placement included; community work, Corcan, education etc.  As shown in Table 17 the most

frequent type of placements were community work (26%), which included community groups, such
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as the boy scouts and church groups, and manual labour (25%) which included working in recycling

depositories, and construction work.  CORCAN accounted for almost 10% of the work releases

while farming and forestry activities accounted for 14% of the releases.

Table 17:  Type of work placement

Work Placement Percentage Number

Community 26.4 59

Manual Labour 24.7 55

Maintenance 15.7 35

CORCAN 9.0 20

Other 8.5 19

Fruit Picking 6.7 15

Farm Work 3.6 8

Forestry 3.6 8

Education 1.8 4

Total 100.0% 223

Work releases require a sponsoring agent and the types of sponsoring agencies for work releases

are presented in Figure 2.  Government (federal, provincial and municipal) sponsored work releases

represented just over one third of all work releases.  Non-profit organizations, such as charitable and

religious organizations, sponsored 29% of work releases.  Private businesses and individuals

sponsored one quarter of work releases.

While on a work release offenders need to be supervised.  Private or non-profit organizations

provided supervision for one-third (32%) of work release.  Institutional staff supervised about 20%

of work releases while private individuals supervised 21% of the releases (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2:  Sponsoring agencies for work release
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Post Work Release Evaluation

After a work release has ended, a formal evaluation is required to be completed.  Of the 223

offenders in the sample, only 17% (37) had a formal evaluation completed in OMS.  Of these 37

evaluations, 68% (25) were completed within 10 days of the termination of the work release.

However, within this small percentage of completed formal evaluations, the information regarding the

work release was quite informative.  Table 18 presents the breakdown of comments that were

mentioned in the formal evaluation.  Most of the evaluations which were completed address the

success of the work release, while about three-quarters provided an overview of the work release

and identified problems.  The percentage in the first column should be considered in relation to those

in the second column showing the percentage of all cases that had follow-up information.

Table 18:  Areas addressed in work release evaluation reports

Percentage with
evaluation completed1

Percentage of
sample2

Number

Overview of Work
Release

78.4% 13.0% 29

Identification of
Problems Related to
Work Release

75.7% 12.6% 28

Work Release was
Successfully
completed

83.8% 13.9% 31

1 Percentage is based on number of offenders with completed formal evaluations (n = 37).

2 Percentage is based on number of offenders included in coded data (n = 223)

Close to 80% of the post work release evaluations addressed one or more important factor related

to the work release.  However, these account for only about 13% of all the work releases.  The

work releases with evaluations were considered successful in 84% of cases although problems were

noted in 76%.  The problems noted were not necessarily related to the success of the work release.
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 Other Information

Analyses were conducted to determine the number of offenders granted work releases who applied

for day parole after the completion of their work release.  Of the offenders who were included in the

coded data, 109 (49%) applied for day parole within 1 year after the completion of their work

release.  Information on the outcome of the day parole decision indicated that only 38% of

applications were successful.  These percentages are somewhat lower than for the overall data which

showed a 73% day parole grant rate after the work release.  Since the coded cases were from

1994, shortly after work release was implemented, the difference may be the result of changes in

perceptions about the work release program by the National Parole Board as they became more

familiar with it.

Most offenders granted work releases were in minimum security institutions (67%), while the

remaining 33% were in medium security institutions.

The results indicate that some offenders receive multiple work releases.  Within the file review data,

44% (99) of the cases had more than one work release within one year and 11% (25) had more

than five work releases within a year.  These results are based on work release projects which

include multiple departures.  Results presented in the previous sections refer to work release

departures.

For each work release (i.e., full or part time) the amount of time spent working each day should be

specified, but only 66% of cases had this information recorded in OMS.  Results which follow

include only those cases with information.  For 82% (118) of the cases, the work release was

essentially full time (8 hours/day, 5 days/week).  Twelve percent (18) of the cases were allotted a

time period of less than 5 days per week.  The remaining work releases were part time, either fewer

hours per day or less than five days per week.
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Required supervision to and from the work site provides an indication of the potential risk that is

associated with each offender.  Percentages are based on the number of cases that had information

recorded in OMS (56%).  For 68% (85) of the cases, constant supervision was required to and

from the work site.  The remaining cases either required supervision at the drop off and pick up point

(17%) or required no supervision at all during travel to and from the work site (13%).

Contact between the inmate and the institution should be specified for each work release.  Again,

only 53% of cases had this information recorded in OMS.  For 49% (57) of cases supervision at the

work site by CSC staff consisted of dropping off and picking up the offender.  For 44% (51) of the

work releases, a CSC staff member visited the work site.

Additional condition(s) that were imposed on offenders granted a work release are presented in

Table 19.  The most frequent condition was for the offender to return directly to the institution

following each work day (32%).  Abstinence from all intoxicants was next frequent with 29% (64) of

cases having this imposed.  Reporting directly to the worksite was required for 23% (52) of cases.

No additional conditions were imposed for 23% (52) of cases.
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Table 19:  Additional conditions imposed on work release

Percentage Number

Return directly to institution
following each work day

32.3% 72

Abstain from all intoxicants 28.7% 64

Report directly to the worksite
on each work day

23.3% 52

Not indicated 23.3% 52

Other 16.6% 37

Refrain from contact with
individuals with criminal record

15.2% 34

Abstain from alcohol 11.2% 25

Avoid contact with children
under 16

9.4% 21

Submit to urinalysis testing, if
requested

8.1% 18

Not bring anything into the
institution without approval

6.7% 15

Carry CSC ID card and WR
permit at all times

3.1% 7

Not carry more than $35 2.7% 6

Disclose finances to
management, if requested

2.2% 5

Not return with any
unauthorized property

1.8% 4

Advise institution if arrested 1.3% 3
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Summary

During the course of the file review, it was found that some of the most important elements of work

release (i.e., work release in relation to correctional plan, risk to reoffend and appropriateness to

correctional plan) were noted in the offenders’ progress summary reports, but much of the other

documentation required was not present in OMS.

Although not required, most work releases did address some of the correctional goals with 70% of

releases addressing preparations for full parole or statutory release.

One quarter of work releases were for work with or for community groups while 40% were for

manual labour and maintenance work.  Corcan accounted for 10% of work releases.

Work releases were sponsored by government, non-profit groups and private individuals.  Private or

non-profit organizations, CSC staff and private individuals provided most of the work release

supervision.

The majority of work releases required the offender’s to work full time, 8 hours per day, 5 days a

week.
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Chapter 5:  Discussion

Work release as a type of temporary release from prison was implemented in 1992.  It is unique in

that work releases do not require approval from the National Parole Board so responsibility rests

solely with the Correctional Service of Canada.  Prior to the CCRA work release activities were

generally handled through the use of day parole.  Changes to the CCRA eliminated the use of day

parole for any reason other than preparation for full release.

Between November 1992 (the introduction of the CCRA) and September 1996 there were 4,659

work release departures by 1,167 offenders.  The number of work releases in the fiscal year 1993-

94 distorts the summary statistics for work releases, but based on the years 1994-95 and 1995-96

there were about 800 work release departures by about 300 offenders each year.  Prior to the

CCRA, there were about 350 day paroles for special projects which were used for purposes similar

to those for work release.  In relation to other release programs, work release affects a relatively

small number of offenders, about 2% to 3% of the on-register offenders in each region.  In addition,

the number of offenders granted work releases has not changed over the past two years, indicating

that increased familiarity with the type of release option has not increased its use.

There is considerable variability in the use of work release across the regions.  The Atlantic and

Pacific regions provide work release opportunities for the largest percentage of their offenders.  In

the Ontario and Pacific regions the number of days an offender is on work release tends to be less

than in other regions, but paradoxically the Pacific region also has the highest percentage of offenders

with 130, or more, work release days.  The regional variation in the number of days on work release

suggests that the regions may be using work releases for different types of activities.  The median

number of work release days for offenders is about 60 days, the maximum allowed for any single

work release without the approval of the deputy commissioner in the region.
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Female offenders accounted for only 1% of offenders on work release and Aboriginal offenders

accounted for only 8% of work release.  These results suggest the underuse of work release for

these groups of offenders, although the difference is not great.  Offenders who received a work

release were approximately 37 years old at the time of their first work release.

Offenders given work releases are less likely to have committed a violent offence than offenders in

the general population.  About 65% of the offenders released on work release have committed a

violent offence as compared to 76% of the offender population.  In addition, about 12% of the work

releases offenders were serving life sentences for murder.

Less than 40% of the work release population applied for a day parole within one year prior to their

first work release.  Of those that applied only 24% were granted day parole.  When looking at the

number of day parole applications within one year following first work release there is a notable

difference.  Among those that applied for day parole after work release participation, 73% were

granted.  Work release appears to increase offenders’ chances for day parole and may provide an

indication of the potential risk that is associated with each offender on other forms of release.

While 70% of the offenders who were given work releases had at least one escorted temporary

absence for reintegration purposes, only 30% had an unescorted temporary absence.  Overall, there

were 26% of work release offenders who had not received any type of temporary absence prior to

the their work release.  These results are a bit surprising given that work releases may have less

supervision than is required for escorted temporary absences.

About one-sixth of the work release offenders received their first work release before the date they

were eligible for day parole, while a total of almost 40% received their work release before their

parole eligibility date.  Work releases were also commonly used later in the sentence with almost

40% of the offenders having their first work release after serving half of their sentence in custody.
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The most common form of release after the work release was day parole, suggesting that the work

release may serve to assist offenders is obtaining a day parole.  However, more than 50% of the

work release offenders were released at their statutory release date rather than on full parole.

A minimum two year follow-up period revealed that 65% of the offenders included in the follow-up

had not been readmitted by the end of the study period.  The most common form of readmission was

for technical violations.  Twenty percent of released offenders had committed a new offence, with

6% committing a violent offence.  These rates are slightly higher compared to a group of offenders

released on day parole.

Documentation for a sample of 223 work releases was reviewed to determine how and for what

reasons work release is being used.  The review indicated that some of  the work release criteria

were not addressed in the progress summary report prior to the release.  In addition, approximately

20% of cases did not address the criteria of risk to society.  Similarly, post-work release

documentation was limited, with only 17% of the cases having this information in the file.  For the

cases that had a post-work release report, about 80% indicated that the work release had been

successful at meeting the expectations of the work release.  Other results indicated that less than

0.5% of work releases resulted in the offender failing to return to the institution.

The file review indicated that the work release, although not required to meet correctional goals, did

in fact address a number of correctional goals for offenders.

Most work releases provided opportunities for low skilled labour in a variety of settings.  Assisting in

community projects was the most common work project while other activities involved manual

labour and agricultural work.
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Work releases provide an opportunity for offenders to be engaged in productive activities outside the

prison.  The results suggest work release meets the general goals of the CCRA, including providing

preparation to offenders for their eventual release.  In addition, experience on a work release is

associated with increased likelihood of a day parole release.
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 Coding Manual for Work Release Study

Region _____________________        Institution ____________________

FPS # ______________________

Admission Date ______________ (yy/mm/dd)

Electronic Index Data: OMS Data:

WR Permit Number∗∗  #1 _______________

Departure Date: _______________________

Return Date: _________________________

Escort Type: _________________________

Completion: _________________________

Departure Date: _______________________

Return Date: _________________________

Escort Type: _________________________

Completion: _________________________

WR Permit Number #2________________

Departure Date: _______________________

Return Date: _________________________

Escort Type: _________________________

Completion: __________________________

Departure Date: _______________________

Return Date: __________________________

Escort Type: __________________________

Completion: __________________________

WR Permit Number #3 ________________

Departure Date: _______________________

Return Date: _________________________

Escort Type: _________________________

Completion: __________________________

Departure Date: _______________________

Return Date: __________________________

Escort Type: __________________________

Completion: __________________________

                                                

∗ Include all WR permits within one WR Program.  If there are more than 3, please use the space on the last page.
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A.  Matching

Does all of the information match?  1. Yes        2. No

If Yes go to START.

If No:  What is the reason for the mismatch? __________________________

If the explanation for the mismatch is reasonable, record new dates and go to START.  If there is no

explanation, verify and go to next offender.

START

B.  Documents

1. Is there a correctional plan in electronic form?  1. Yes        2. No

2.             Is there a Progress Summary Report associated with the Work Release?  1. Yes        2. No

3. Is there useful information under the WR permit number?  1. Yes        2. No

4. Is there sufficient information to code? 1. Yes        2. No

If there are no documents or insufficient information, go to next offender.

C.  Temporary Absences / Releases

General Release Information:

UTA _________________(yy/mm/dd)

DPED ________________(yy/mm/dd)

FPED _________________(yy/mm/dd)

SRD __________________(yy/mm/dd)

WED _________________(yy/mm/dd)

Release Date ___________(yy/mm/dd)
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[Exclude TAs that were medical, compassionate and/or administrative.]

1. Did this offender receive an ETA prior to this Work Release?    1. Yes        2. No

3. No information

2. If  Yes, how many ETAs? 1.  1-2

2.  3-4

3.  ≥ 5

3. On the date the Work Release was granted, was this offender eligible∗ for a UTA?  1. Yes        2. No

                                                

∗ Unescorted Temporary Absence  (Source:  CCRA)

115. (1) Subject to subsection (2), the portion of a sentence of imprisonment that must be
served before an offender serving a sentence in a penitentiary may be released on an
unescorted temporary absence is

(a) in the case of a sentence of imprisonment for life, the period required to be served by the
offender to reach the offender's full parole eligibility date less three years;
(b) in the case of a sentence of detention for an indeterminate period, three years; and

  (c) in any other case,
(i) one half of the period required to be served by the offender to reach the offender's full

parole eligibility date, or
(ii) six months,

whichever is greater.

(3) Offenders who, pursuant to subsection 30(1) and the regulations made under paragraph
96(z.6), are classified as maximum security offenders are not eligible for an unescorted
temporary absence.

116. (1) The Board may authorize the unescorted temporary absence of an offender referred
to in paragraph 107(1)(e) where, in the opinion of the Board,

(a) the offender will not, by reoffending, present an undue risk to society during the absence;
(b) it is desirable for the offender to be absent from penitentiary for medical, administrative,
community service, family contact, personal development for rehabilitative purposes, or
compassionate reasons, including parental responsibilities;

(c) the offender's behaviour while under sentence does not preclude authorizing the absence;
and

(d) a structured plan for the absence has been prepared.
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4. Did this offender receive a UTA prior to this Work Release? 1. Yes        2. No

5. If Yes, how many UTAs? 1.  1-2

2.  3-4

3.  ≥ 5

Within a year of this Work Release, did this offender apply for Day Parole? 1. Yes

 2. No

3. Not eligible

4. No information

6.1  If yes, what was the outcome?

6.2.  If approved, was it later revoked?

1. Approved        2.

Denied

3.  No information

1. Yes

 2. No

3. No Information

D.  Correctional Plan and Progress Summary Information

1. Is a Work Release mentioned in the correctional plan?  (Note:  This is not a

requirement to be eligible for a Work Release)              Version: ________

1. Yes        2. No

2. Does the Progress Summary prepared in relation to the Work Release application

assess and report on the offender’s case in respect of:

2.1. the criteria for granting Work Release (see section F); 1. Yes        2. No

3. Some

2.2. the immediate and long term risk to reoffend; 1. Yes        2. No
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2.3. the appropriateness of the Work Release in view of the offender’s

correctional plan (see section G);

1. Yes        2. No

2.4. the offender’s progress in relation to the correctional plan; 1. Yes        2. No

2.5. any continued involvement in criminal activities (includes

information/concerns from Preventive Security);

Does the Progress Summary or other documents disclose information on:

1. Yes        2. No

     2.6      the supervision requirements (see section I); 1. Yes        2. No

     2.7      the requirement for further conditions (see section I); 1. Yes        2. No

     2.8      the details regarding the accompaniment of the inmate to and from the work

site, where applicable (see section I).

1. Yes   2. No  3. N/A

3.   Has this offender been convicted of a scheduled offence? 1. Yes        2. No

3. No Information

E.  Duration and Frequency

1. Start Date of this Work Release Program _________________________(yy/mm/dd)

2. Finish Date of this Work Release Program _______________________(yy/mm/dd)

3. What is the approximate duration of the Work Release?  ______________ days

4. If  > 60 days, was approval of the Deputy Commissioner obtained? 1. Yes   2. No

                                                                                                                                    3. No Info   4. N/A
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5. What is the security level of the institution granting the Work Release?

1. Minimum        2. Medium        3. Multi-level          4. Maximum

6. How many other Work Release Programs has this offender received within 1 year?

1. none          2. ≥ 1 and < 3          3. ≥ 3 and < 5         4. ≥ 5

7. What is the format for the period of time allotted for this Work Release?

7.1. � Full time - 8 hours a day, 5 days a week.

7.2. � Part time - daily, for a period of less than 8 hours

7.3. � Part-time - less than 5 days per week 

7.4. � Not indicated

7.5. � Other _____________________________________
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F.  Criteria For Granting Work Releases

The following is a list of criteria in authorizing a Work Release, as outlined in the CCRA.  Indicate

Yes or No for each criteria addressed4 and met:

1.  The inmate will not, by reoffending, present an

undue risk to society during a Work Release;

Criteria Addressed

1. Yes     2. No     3. N/A

Criteria Met

1. Yes     2. No     3. N/A

                                                

4 Indicate whether this criteria was mentioned in the progress summary, regardless of whether or not the criteria is
met.
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2.  It is desirable for the inmate to participate in a

structured program of work or community service in

the community;

3.  The inmate's behaviour while under sentence does

not preclude authorizing the Work Release; and

4.  A structured plan∗∗ for the Work Release has

been prepared.

1. Yes     2. No    3. N/A

1. Yes     2. No    3. N/A

1. Yes     2. No    3. N/A

1. Yes     2. No    3. N/A

1. Yes     2. No    3. N/A

1. Yes     2. No    3. N/A

G. Goals / Objectives

Is the Work Release designed to achieve any of the goals outlined in the correctional

plan?

1. All

2. Some

3. None

                                                

∗∗  Structured objectives are required for the release.  These include details relating to remuneration, handling of
money, supervision of employees, work clothing, transportation, meals, hours of work, liability and the
duration of the project; links to the offender’s correctional plan; detailed supervision criteria, specific
objectives to be achieved by the inmate during the course of the release, notification of release procedures
and post release evaluation reports.
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1. Below is a list of potential correctional goals that may have been outlined for each offender.  Please

indicate the ones mentioned:

2. � To ensure that risk to public safety is manageable by permitting a gradual, supervised

               release and by providing opportunities to develop work skills and other abilities.

3. � To encourage offenders to carry out work and community service.

4. � To prepare offenders for their eventual return to the community.

5. � To complete community-based projects and benefit the local community.

6. � To demonstrate that the offender is ready and willing to work.

7. � To earn money prior to release in order to ease financial problems.

8. � To prepare for Day and Full parole.

9. � To prepare for Statutory Release.

10. � To develop employment-related skills, as defined in the Correctional Plan.

11. � To ease back into the community, affording a degree of structure.

12. � To provide a realistic perspective on expectations in the community.

13. � To develop good work habits and work ethics.

14. � To establish credibility in the community.

15. � Other ___________________________________________________
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H.  Work Placement

1. What type of work placement was the Work Release?

1.1. � grounds maintenance

1.2. � public parks maintenance

1.3. � public building maintenance

1.4. � fruit picking

1.5. � manual labour

1.6. � farm work

1.7. � education/training

1.8. � forestry

1.9. � Other _______________________________

2. Who was the sponsoring agency?

2.1. � municipal, provincial or federal agency,

2.2. � private business,

2.3. � private individual(s),

2.4. � charitable organization,

2.5. � religious organization,

2.6. � other Non-profit organization(s),

2.7. � Not Indicated

2.8. � Other _______________________________
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I.  Supervision and Conditions of Work Releases

1. Who is responsible for providing supervision at the Work Release site?

1.1. � institutional staff

1.2. � community staff working in community-based residential facilities

1.3. � private/ non-profit organization

1.4. � private individual

1.5. � Not indicated

1.6. � Other _____________________________________________

2. What are the supervision requirements to cover the travel to and from the institution

and any time not spent at the work site.

1. Constant

2.    Drop-off and

pick-up point

3.   None

4.   Not indicated

5.   Other ______

1. What type of contact is required between institution and inmate?

1.1. � telephone contact

1.2. � visit at the work site

1.3. � visit at place of accommodation

1.4. � Escort and pick-up

1.5. � No contact

1.6. � None indicated

1.7. � combination of 3.1 to 3.3 ___________________________
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2. What is the minimum frequency of contact between CSC and the inmate?

1. Constant      2. Every 1/2 hour      3. Random      4. None      5.  Not indicated      6.
Other________

3. If applicable, what is the minimum frequency of contact between the supervisor and the inmate?

1. Constant      2. Every 1/2 hour      3. Random      4. None      5.  Not indicated      6.

Other________

4. To which destination does the offender return each day?

1. Institution        2. CBRF        3. Other _____________
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5. Are there any additional conditions  imposed, such as the following?

� To report directly to the worksite on each required work day and to follow directions of

supervisor.

� To return directly to the institution following each work day (specific time).

� To not to carry more than $35.00 (or other specified amount).

� To carry CSC ID card and Work Release permit at all times on Work Release.

� To immediately advise the institution if arrested or questioned by the police.

� To not to return to the institution with any unauthorized property.

� To disclose finances to management, as requested.

� To not bring anything into the institution unless prior written approval is granted.

� To abstain from the use of alcohol.

� To abstain from the use of all intoxicants.

� To submit to urinalysis testing, if requested.

� To not have contact with children under 16.

� To refrain from meeting or communicating with individuals with a criminal record.

� Other ______________________________________

� None indicated.
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J.  Evaluation Report

1. Was a formal evaluation completed in electronic format? (i.e. Post TA Report) 1. Yes        2. No

2. If Yes, was the evaluation completed within 10 days? 1. Yes        2. No

3. Did the evaluation include the following?:

3.1. � an overview of the Work Release. 1. Yes        2. No

3.2. � identification and description of any problems apparent during the course

of the release.

1. Yes        2. No

3.3. � a determination of whether the Work Release was a success. 1. Yes        2. No

4. There was no formal evaluation, but subsequent progress summary reports provide

evaluative comments.

1. Yes        2. No

3. N/A
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5. Criteria for Success:  Factors noted:

5.1. � Offender has demonstrated that he/she performed well in the Work Release.

5.2. � Offender has demonstrated flexibility and accommodation within the demands that have been

placed upon him.

5.3. � The Work Release benefited the local community.

5.4. � None of the conditions of the Work Release were breached.

5.5. � Offender would be recommended to prospective employers.

5.6. � Other _______________________________________________

6. If not a success, what was the reason for the failure?

6.1. � the inmate fails to return or returns late without good cause.

6.2. � the inmate is convicted of being under the influence of an intoxicant or of being in the

possession of contraband upon returning to the institution.
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6.3. � the Work Release is cancelled after its commencement due to a deterioration in the behaviour

or performance of the inmate.

6.4. � the inmate is detained by police for behaviour indicative of criminal reinvolvement.

6.5. � the inmate breached a condition of the Work Release.

6.6. � Other ________________________________________

OTHER GENERAL COMMENTS:


